Johns-Manville Irrigation Corp. announces a new concept in golf course irrigation called Binar. The new electronic automatic system features a simple and inexpensive installation procedure using only two electrical wires between any point on the course. The low maintenance system eliminates satellites and practically eliminates turf disturbance when converting from a manual to an automatic system.

Circle No. 102 on reader service card

Around-The-Green Enterprises offers blade type flange putters and chippers designed to improve a golfer’s short game. The chipper features a flat composite putter grip, putter length, and is available in steel or aluminum colored shafts. They have a black line top on the head for reducing sun glare. The chipper has no grooves on the clubface, so it enables the golfer to hit a pitch and run shot without any attempt at backspin.

Circle No. 103 on reader service card

R.H. Buss Company announces a new golf exercisor, Golf-Ex, designed to strengthen grip, wrist and forearm. Use of the device increases finesse in putting and chipping, according to the company. Cost of the device is $2.99.

Circle No. 104 on reader service card

Silver King Div. Stevens-Lee Company, makes refrigerated milk and salad/lettuce dispensers in walnut-vinyl exteriors. One and two container milk dispensers available in the walnut grain finish include the Compact, Royal, Royal Special, Imperial and Imperial NSF models. Also available in the new finish is Model SK2SB Salad/Lettuce Crisper-Dispenser. All models are also available with stainless steel exteriors.

Circle No. 106 on reader service card

A new LevLer has been added to the existing line of DriAll Driers, Inc. This heavy-duty leveling tool has reversible and replaceable scraper blades as well as ripper teeth. The unit levels by cutting off and then carrying the excess soil for fill, eliminating windrows, depressions and ridges. A hydraulic cylinder is provided for precise leveling control. The unit is 7 1/2 feet wide.

Circle No. 107 on reader service card

Mayflower-Medalist, Ltd., announces two new styles of modified square toe shoes now available for pro shops. The shoes feature full cushion sole, 100 percent leather lining from heel to toe, fully vulcanized soles, crushed grain all white or soft chocolate brown and sizes 6 1/2 to 12 with size 13 in D width. The shoe retails for approximately $20.

Circle No. 108 on reader service card

John Deere & Company announces the new JD301 and JD401 tractors available in turf, loader and utility models. All units feature gasoline or diesel engines and have direct-drive transmission with eight forward and four reverse speeds. Special and allied equipment available for the two models include: power steering, power brakes, hydraulic direction reverser, differential lock, loader with 2,500-pound capacity, backhoe, forklift plus a wide selection of turf and utility tires.

Circle No. 109 on reader service card

A self-lowering, self-elevating hydraulic trailer has been introduced by Magline, Inc. The Trailevator is equipped with a mechanical-hydraulic system which lowers the trailer bed to ground level for easy loading, then lifts and locks into hauling position. The tailgate serves as a heavy-duty loading ramp as well as a secure box closure. The units have loading capacities ranging from 2,000 to 3,000 pounds.

Circle No. 110 on reader service card